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Hana-Kimi, Vol. 17 Hisaya Nakajo 2013-12-31 One
Track Mind As the giant track meet approaches, Mizuki
and Sano face an assortment of foes: Sano's old highjump rival Kagurazuka, and Sano's own little brother
Shin! But Shin's trainer is the one man Sano hates the
most: his own father. Can Mizuki mend the rift in Sano's
family? While Sano focuses on winning, one person is
focused only on Mizuki: Nakatsu, the other boy who
loves her... -- VIZ Media
Healing Through Aromatic Flavours: A Culinary
hana-kimi-vol-1-hisaya-nakajo

Book with 35 Healthy and Tasty Recipes that Helped
Me to Lose 35 Kilograms in 9 Months. Bogdan Cruciug
2020-07-07
Hana-Kimi (3-in-1 Edition), Vol. 5 Hisaya Nakajo
2013-07-02 The popular gender-bender romance is
now reissued as a 3-in-1 omnibus! Mizuki Ashiya has
such a crush on a track star named Izumi Sano that
she moves from the U.S. to Japan to enroll in the allmale high school he goes to! Pretending to be a boy,
Mizuki becomes Sano’s roommate…but how can she keep
such a big secret when she’s so close to the guy she
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wants? After a pipe breaks in Dorm 1, Mizuki and Sano
must share their room with Kadoma while it’s being
fixed. Kadoma is nice though—so nice he comes in to
scrub Mizuki’s back in the shower! Later, Nakatsu asks
Sano how he feels about Mizuki and then tells Sano
they’re now rivals!
Hana-Kimi, Vol. 15 Hisaya Nakajo 2013-09-17 A
Kiss Is Just a Kiss? Unable to forget her near-kiss
experience, Mizuki finds herself drawing ever closer to
Sano, and not in a "roommates" way, either. The
tension builds when Nakatsu asks Sano point-blank:
Do you like Mizuki? Can Nakatsu and Sano's friendship
survive the answer? Meanwhile, Sano's old high-jump
rival returns, along with a surprising new challenger!
-- VIZ Media
Captive Hearts, Vol. 1 Matsuri Hino 2011-06-17
Being carried around everywhere and having handsome
Megumi act like a slave may seem ideal, but Suzuka
just wishes he would stop. Can anything be done
about Megumi's captive state? Or is Megumi doomed
to see Suzuka as his master...forever? -- VIZ Media
Sugar Princess: Skating To Win, Vol. 1 Hisaya
Nakajo 2008-08-05 Ice Princess meets The Cutting
Edge! When ice-skating novice Maya Kurinoki lands a
double axel for the first time, coach Eishi Todo sees
her potential and vows to make her a figure skating
hana-kimi-vol-1-hisaya-nakajo

"princess." All Maya has to do is convince famous
skater Shun Kano to become her partner. Too bad
Shun doesn't want to have anything to do with her!
When Maya Kurinoki takes her little brother to the
local ice-skating rink for the first time, she's got her
hands full just trying to get him to let go of the bar.
To inspire a bit of bravery in him, she attempts a
double axel--and lands it! Maya never imagined that
this jump would change her life...or that a coach
named Eishi Todo would vow to make her a figure
skating "princess"! Now all Maya has to do is
convince famous skater Shun Kano to become her
partner. Too bad Shun doesn't want to have anything
to do with her!
Kill la Kill Kazuki Nakashima As her control of
Senketsu grows, Ryuko is attacked by Tsumugu – an
angry sniper who claims that Ryuko's Kamui could be
an even greater threat than Satsuki Kiryuin! Plus,
Ryuko faces off against the combined power of the
unstoppable Elite Four! It's the most jam-packed
action-fueled sexy suspense-filled Kill la Kill volume
yet!
Hana-Kimi, Vol. 13 Hisaya Nakajo 2013-09-17 Diva
by Design Mizuki is broke, so she lands a part-time job
with Akiha, the photographer. Among her first-day
experiences: spilling tea on male diva supermodel
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"Alex." This sparks a mutual animosity that is not
assuaged when Mizuki discovers the model's most
closely guarded secret! Meanwhile, at Mizuki's
school, food is disappearing, with the culprits leaving
flowers in place of what they've heisted! -- VIZ Media
Hana-Kimi, Vol. 8 Hisaya Nakajo 2013-09-03 Male
Models Tired of Sano and Mizuki taking their
relationship so slow, Julia confronts Sano to get him
moving faster. But Sano has more things to worry
about...his younger brother, Shin, has run away from
home! Then, when a photo of Minami, Nakatsu and Sano
appears in a girls' fashion magazine, the men of HanaKimi find themselves stalked...and propositioned! -- VIZ
Media
Hana-Kimi, Vol. 23 Hisaya Nakajo 2013-12-10 Final
Volume! Goodbye, High School Days Mizuki's secret is
exposed...and her days at Osaka High School are
numbered. Can she keep the friends she made as a
boy...and does she have a future with Sano after
graduation? The flowers of youth are scattered to
the winds in the bittersweet final volume of Hana-Kimi!
-- VIZ Media
Hana-Kimi, Vol. 1 Hisaya Nakajo 2004-09-07
Japanese-American track-and-field star Mizuki has
gotten herself a transfer to a high school in
Japan...but not just any school! To be close to her
hana-kimi-vol-1-hisaya-nakajo

idol, high jumper Izumi Sano, she's going to an allboys' high school...and disguising herself as a boy! But
as fate would have it, they're more than
classmates...they're roommates! Now, Mizuki must keep
her secret in the classroom, the locker room, and her
own bedroom. And her classmates - and the school
nurse - must cope with a new transfer student who
may make them question their own orientation...
Hana-Kimi, Vol. 10 Hisaya Nakajo 2006-02-07
Japanese-American track-and-field star Mizuki is
transferring to a high school in Japan, but not just
any high school! To be close to her idol, high jumper
Izumi Sano, she's going to an all-guys' high
school...and disguising herself as a boy! But as fate
would have it, they're more than classmates - they're
roommates! Now, Mizuki must keep her secret in the
classroom, the locker room, and her own bedroom.
And her classmates, and the weird school nurse, must
react to the new transfer student who looks like a
very pretty boy...
Hana-Kimi, Vol. 1 Hisaya Nakajo 2004-09-07
Japanese-American track-and-field star Mizuki has
gotten herself a transfer to a high school in
Japan...but not just any school! To be close to her
idol, high jumper Izumi Sano, she's going to an allboys' high school...and disguising herself as a boy! But
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as fate would have it, they're more than
classmates...they're roommates! Now, Mizuki must keep
her secret in the classroom, the locker room, and her
own bedroom. And her classmates - and the school
nurse - must cope with a new transfer student who
may make them question their own orientation...
I Am Still Alive Kate Alice Marshall 2018-07-24
"This tense wire of a novel thrums with suspense. . . .
[this book] just might be the highlight of your
summer.”–The New York Times Cheryl Strayed's Wild
meets The Revenant in this heart-pounding story of
survival and revenge in the unforgiving wilderness.
After: Jess is alone. Her cabin has burned to the
ground. She knows if she doesn’t act fast, the cold
will kill her before she has time to worry about food.
But she is still alive—for now. Before: Jess hadn’t
seen her survivalist, off-the-grid dad in over a decade.
But after a car crash killed her mother and left her
injured, she was forced to move to his cabin in the
remote Canadian wilderness. Just as Jess was beginning
to get to know him, a secret from his past paid them a
visit, leaving her father dead and Jess stranded. After:
With only her father’s dog for company, Jess must
forage and hunt for food, build shelter, and keep
herself warm. Some days it feels like the wild is out
to destroy her, but she’s stronger than she ever
hana-kimi-vol-1-hisaya-nakajo

imagined. Jess will survive. She has to. She knows who
killed her father…and she wants revenge.
Hana-Kimi Hisaya Nakajo 2006-06-20 JapaneseAmerican track-and-field star Mizuki is transferring
to a high school in Japan, but not just any high
school! To be close to her idol, high jumper Izumi Sano,
she's going to an all-guys' high school...and disguising
herself as a boy! But as fate would have it, they're
more than classmates - they're roommates! Now,
Mizuki must keep her secret in the classroom, the
locker room, and her own bedroom. And her
classmates, and the weird school nurse, must react
to the new transfer student who looks like a very
pretty boy...
Hana-Kimi (3-in-1 Edition), Vol. 7 Hisaya Nakajo
2014-01-07 The popular gender-bender romance is
now reissued as a 3-in-1 omnibus! Mizuki Ashiya has
such a crush on a track star named Izumi Sano that
she moves from the U.S. to Japan to enroll in the allmale high school he goes to! Pretending to be a boy,
Mizuki becomes Sano’s roommate…but how can she keep
such a big secret when she’s so close to the guy she
wants? Nakao confesses his love to upperclassman
Nanba by giving him chocolates for Valentine’s Day,
and he convinces Mizuki to do the same with Sano. But
as roommates and friends, a rejection could make
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Mizuki’s situation unbearable. And is she truly ready
to confess her love to Sano…as a boy?! Reads R to L
(Japanese Style) for teen plus audiences.
Hana-Kimi (3-in-1 Edition), Vol. 3 Hisaya Nakajo
2012-07-03 What happens when the hottest boy in
school is a girl?!? Reads R to L (Japanese Style), for
audiences rated teen plus. Mizuki Ashiya has such a
crush on a track star named Izumi Sano that she
moves from the U.S. to Japan to enroll in the all-male
high school he goes to! Pretending to be a boy, Mizuki
becomes Sano’s roommate…but how can she keep such
a big secret when she’s so close to the guy she
wants? Intimate Relationship Mizuki’s big lie gets even
messier when her male alter ego starts dating Julia,
the transfer student from America. Plus, a certain
devious teacher targets Mizuki’s friend Nakatsu and
levies charges that could ultimately get him kicked
out of school! As she struggles to keep her cover and
her cool under pressure, things heat up more than ever
for Mizuki and her classmates.
Honey So Sweet, Vol. 2 Amu Meguro 2016-04-05
Although Nao Kogure was once afraid of the
delinquent Taiga Onise, she was soon touched by his
kind soul. Nao and Taiga stopped dating when Nao
became confused by her feelings for the two different
men in her life. Now that they’re just friends, Nao
hana-kimi-vol-1-hisaya-nakajo

begins to realize who she truly has romantic feelings
for. -- VIZ Media
Hana-Kimi (3-in-1 Edition), Vol. 2 Hisaya Nakajo
2012-05-01 The popular gender-bender romance is
now reissued as a 3-in-1 omnibus! Mizuki Ashiya has
such a crush on a track star named Izumi Sano that
she moves from the U.S. to Japan to enroll in the allmale high school he goes to! Pretending to be a boy,
Mizuki becomes Sano’s roommate…but how can she keep
such a big secret when she’s so close to the guy she
wants? It looks like Mizuki’s cover might be blown
when she finds out she’s going to have to compete…in a
cross-dressing match. She’s going to have to be a boy
pretending to be a girl—but that might give away
that she’s already a girl pretending to be a boy. Plus,
a schoolmate has a crush on Mizuki…only he’s super
confused because he thinks she’s a boy!
Tail of the Moon Rinko Ueda 2013-05-28 The path
to love is never easy, and Usagi has some unexpected
competition. It seems that another ninja clan wants
to welcome Lord Hanzo into the family, and they've
sent the beautiful and talented Yuri to win herself a
wedding. Usagi won't be daunted by her rival's looks
and skills, but will Lord Hanzo's secret feelings for
an off-limits princess be enough to send her away in
despair? -- VIZ Media
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Hana-Kimi, Vol. 1 Hisaya Nakajo 2013-08-20 The
Prettiest Boy In School...Isn't A Boy! JapaneseAmerican track-and-field star Mizuki has gotten
herself to transfer to a high school in Japan...but not
just any school! To be close to her idol, high jumper
Izumi Sano, she's going to an all-guys' high
school...and disguising herself as a boy! But as fate
would have it, they're more than classmates...they're
roommates! Now, Mizuki must keep her secret in the
classroom, the locker room, and her own bedroom.
And her classmates--and the school nurse--must cope
with a new transfer student who may make them
question their own orientation... Plus a bonus story,
The Cage of Summer! -- VIZ Media
Hana-Kimi (3-in-1 Edition), Vol. 6 Hisaya Nakajo
2013-10-01 The popular gender-bender romance is
now reissued as a 3-in-1 omnibus! Mizuki Ashiya has
such a crush on a track star named Izumi Sano that
she moves from the U.S. to Japan to enroll in the allmale high school he goes to! Pretending to be a boy,
Mizuki becomes Sano’s roommate…but how can she keep
such a big secret when she’s so close to the guy she
wants? Sano’s younger brother Shin hasn’t forgiven
him for leaving home five years ago. Now that Sano
and Shin are competing against each other in a highjump event at Gakuin High, Sano is faltering under the
hana-kimi-vol-1-hisaya-nakajo

emotional pressure. To make matters worse, Sano’s
estranged father shows up. Can Mizuki help Sano get
his head back in the game?
Absolute Boyfriend Yuu Watase 2011-06-07 Riiko
needs money after giving all she had to help pay for
Night, so she finds a job at the same place Soshi
works. Not wanting Night to worry, she doesn't tell
him about her new job, but Night finds out anyway.
What's even more worrying to Night is how Riiko is
beginning to feel for Soshi... -- VIZ Media
Hana-Kimi (3-in-1 Edition), Vol. 1 Hisaya Nakajo
2012-03-06 What happens when the hottest boy in
school is a girl?!? Reads R to L (Japanese Style), for
audiences T+. Mizuki Ashiya has such a crush on a
track star named Izumi Sano that she moves from the
U.S. to Japan to enroll in the all-male high school he
goes to! Pretending to be a boy, Mizuki becomes Sano’s
roommate…but how can she keep such a big secret
when she’s so close to the guy she wants? Mizuki
Ashiya is no slouch when it comes to a challenge.
She’s a star of track and field at her high school,
after all. So when she falls for fellow athlete Izumi
Sano, she figures out an ingenious plan to get close
to him. Now she’s moved to Japan, enrolled in the allmale high school Sano goes to, and become his
roommate! How? She’s disguised herself as a boy!
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Whatever happens next, things are about to get
seriously complicated!
Sugar Princess: Skating To Win, Vol. 2 Hisaya
Nakajo 2013-09-17 With a new owner threatening
to close down their skating rink, Maya and Shun team
up for a pairs skating competition in a bid to save the
place. Can Maya and Shun get their act together and
skate well enough to come out on top? -- VIZ Media
Takane & Hana, Vol. 2 Yuki Shiwasu 2018-04-03
Hana has to continue to pretend to be her sister after
Takane’s grandfather expresses his desire to meet
Takane’s prospective marriage partner! But Hana’s
totally out of her element at a party hosted by the
Takaba Group, the largest conglomerate in Japan!
Just how the heck is she supposed to pull this off?! -VIZ Media
Hana-Kimi, Vol. 9 Hisaya Nakajo 2013-09-03 High
Fashion Framed by a teacher?! Falsely accused of
using a cheat sheet during an exam, Nakatsu must
confess to a crime he didn't commit or be kicked off the
soccer team forever! As the power-mad teacher
Kitahama extends his iron rule over the entire student
body, can anyone save the students of Osaka High?
Then, suave photographer Akira Hara sets his sights
on another model...Mizuki! -- VIZ Media
Hana-Kimi, Vol. 16 Hisaya Nakajo 2013-09-24
hana-kimi-vol-1-hisaya-nakajo

Brothers Sano's little brother Shin returns! Shin has
become a rising star of the high jump, and he's
determined to prove himself by beating his older
brother. But that's not the only blood on the
track...the one coaching Shin is their father! Can Mizuki
just sit back and watch as Sano fights the father he
turned away from...and the brother who never forgave
him for doing so? -- VIZ Media
Hana-Kimi (3-in-1 Edition), Vol. 8 Hisaya Nakajo
2014-04-01 The popular gender-bender romance is
now reissued as a 3-in-1 omnibus! Mizuki Ashiya has
such a crush on a track star named Izumi Sano that
she moves from the U.S. to Japan to enroll in the allmale high school he goes to! Pretending to be a boy,
Mizuki becomes Sano’s roommate…but how can she keep
such a big secret when she’s so close to the guy she
wants? Mizuki and Sano are now a couple in private,
but she fears what will happen when he discovers
that she’s not a boy. Meanwhile, the dorm leaders
have learned there is a girl living among them at
Osaka High, and they are determined to find out who it
is!
Hana-Kimi, Vol. 19 Hisaya Nakajo 2013-10-15 Raise
the Bar This is what it's all been building up to...Shin,
Izumi and Kagurazuka compete against one another in
the high jump! Then, Sekime gets his own moment in the
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spotlight when his classmates see him with a strange
girl. But if we're talking "strange," she doesn't even
compare to the woman who comes onto campus and
sweeps an embarrassed Nakatsu off his
feet...Nakatsu's mother! -- VIZ Media
Hana-kimi 21 Hisaya Nakajo 2007-12-18 Mizuki, a
girl who pretends to be a boy at an all-boys school,
finds it hard to keep her secret with such distractions
as a snoopy reporter, a cross-dressing contest, a
persistent photographer, and visits by friends who
know the truth.
Endure (Defy, Book 3) Sara B. Larson 2015-12-29
At last, Alexa and King Damian are engaged to be
married. But their lives are far from safe. The kingdom
of Antion is under siege, and Rylan is a prisoner of the
enemy. Even worse, Alexa remains at the mercy of the
evil Dansiian Rafe, who controls her mind and can
force Alexa to kill or harm Damian at any moment.
Despite this, Alexa is determined to rescue Rylan,
which soon leads her far from Damian and deep into
enemy territory. When she arrives, what awaits her is
deadlier than anything she could have ever imagined: an
army of black sorcerers, and a horrifying plot to
destroy the world as Alexa knows it. Will she be
able to gather the strength to free herself, protect
the love of her life, and save the land? Will there ever
hana-kimi-vol-1-hisaya-nakajo

be true peace? Acclaimed author Sara B. Larson has
woven a stunning, romantic, and evocative finale to
the Defy trilogy that is sure to leave readers
breathless until the very last page.
Dandadan, Vol. 1 Yukinobu Tatsu 2022-10-11 A
nerd must fight powerful spirits and aliens all vying
for the secret power of his “family jewel,” so who
better to fight alongside him than his high school
crush and a spirit granny?! Momo Ayase and Okarun
are on opposite sides of the paranormal spectrum
regarding what they’ll believe in and what they won’t.
Their quest to prove each other wrong leads them
down a path of secret crushes and paranormal
battles they’ll have to participate in to believe!
Momo Ayase strikes up an unusual friendship with her
school’s UFO fanatic, whom she nicknames “Okarun”
because he has a name that is not to be said aloud.
While Momo strongly believes in spirits, she thinks
aliens are nothing but nonsense. Her new friend,
however, thinks quite the opposite. To settle
matters, the two set out to prove each other
wrong—Momo to a UFO hotspot and Okarun to a
haunted tunnel! What unfolds next is a beautiful
story of young love…and oddly horny aliens and
spirits?
Hana-Kimi, Vol. 4 Hisaya Nakajo 2013-08-27
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Clothes Make The Man All-male Osaka High School is
holding its annual war of the dorms, and for the
students, there is no escape! Unfortunately, even
though she'd be happy to just compete in the 500meter relay, Mizuki is forced to enter the CrossDressing Pageant...and pretend to be a boy pretending
to be a girl! Worse still, a rival dorm targets Mizuki
as a threat to their athletic supremacy! Can dorm
chief Minami Nanba make winners out of this class
while dealing with his own secret traumas? Plus a
bonus story, The Thirsty Moon! -- VIZ Media
Hana-Kimi (3-in-1 Edition), Vol. 4 Hisaya Nakajo
2013-04-02 The popular gender-bender romance is
now reissued as a 3-in-1 omnibus! Mizuki Ashiya has
such a crush on a track star named Izumi Sano that
she moves from the U.S. to Japan to enroll in the allmale high school he goes to! Pretending to be a boy,
Mizuki becomes Sano’s roommate…but how can she keep
such a big secret when she’s so close to the guy she
wants? Mizuki has started modeling for the famous
photographer Akiha Hara, but is he on to the fact
that she’s a girl? Later, Mizuki travels home to
America only to find Sano and Nakatsu are there too!
Sano seems to be getting along with her dad, but can
Mizuki get through this visit without her family
revealing her secret?!
hana-kimi-vol-1-hisaya-nakajo

Hana-Kimi, Vol. 11 Hisaya Nakajo 2013-09-10
"Girls" and Ghosts! Mizuki and her friends go to the
country, where they meet and try to help a ghost
pining for his lost love. Then, for the big Christmas
dance party, Mizuki and Nakao are recruited to help
make up for a shortage of girls--by dressing up as
girls! This turnabout for Mizuki, however, proves to
be the least of the complications that flare up when
the whole ploy proves too successful! -- VIZ Media
Strobe Edge Io Sakisaka 2013-01-15 Ninako’s friend
Daiki throws her for a loop when he expresses
romantic interest in her. She cares for him, but can she
return his feelings? As she tries to sort out her
confusion, Ninako realizes that there are many
different facets of love—strange and wonderful
sides... -- VIZ Media
Takane & Hana, Vol. 3 Yuki Shiwasu 2018-06-05
Hana’s scores on her latest tests are dismal, and
everyone around her, including her teacher, blames her
new love life! Hana adamantly denies that to be the
cause and vows to study hard to do better on her
finals. But when Takane storms in to tutor her, will
his help actually prove to be more of a distraction? - VIZ Media
Hana-Kimi, Volume 1 Hisaya Nakajo 2004 The
Prettiest Boy In School...Isn't A Boy!Japanese-
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American track-and-field star Mizuki has gotten
herself to transfer to a high school in Japan...but not
just any school! To be close to her idol, high jumper
Izumi Sano, she's going to an all-guys' high
school...and disguising herself as a boy! But as fate
would have it, they're more than classmates...they're
roommates! Now, Mizuki must keep her secret in the
classroom, the locker room, and her own bedroom.
And her classmates?and the school nurse?must cope
with a new transfer student who may make them

hana-kimi-vol-1-hisaya-nakajo

question their own orientation...Plus a bonus story,
The Cage of Summer! Rated: T+
Hana-Kimi, Vol. 20 Hisaya Nakajo 2013-10-29
Chasing Dreams Nakatsu's mom is in town, and she has
plans for her son: she wants him to go home after
graduation to take care of the family business! Will
Nakatsu give up his dreams of becoming a star soccer
player? Meanwhile, another student at Osaka High
School prepares to put his heart on the line. Nakao
confesses his love to upperclassman Minami...but can
Minami really have feelings for a boy? -- VIZ Media
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